Abstract

Amongst the current developments in the field of hierarchical pore structures, the creation of mesopores in zeolite crystals is the most frequently employed way to combine micropores with mesopores in one material. In this review an overview is presented of the different approaches to generate and characterize mesopores in zeolite crystals and establish their impact on the catalytic action. Mesopores can be created via several routes from which steaming and acid leaching are the most frequently applied. Novel approaches using secondary carbon templates that are removed after synthesis have recently been launched. For the characterization of mesopores, nitrogen physisorption and electron microscopy are commonly used. More recently, it was shown that electron tomography, a form of three-dimensional transmission electron microscopy, is able to reveal the three-dimensional shape, size and connectivity of the mesopores. The effect of the presence of mesopores for catalysis is demonstrated for several industrially applied processes that make use of zeolite catalysts: the cracking of heavy oil fractions and synthesis of fine chemicals over zeolite Y, and the production of cumene and hydroisomerization of alkanes over mordenite. For these processes, the mesopores ensure an optimal accessibility and transport of reactants and products, while the zeolite micropores induce the preferred shape-selective properties.
Introduction

Zeolites are crystalline microporous materials that are widely applied as catalysts in industries like oil refining, basic petrochemistry and fine chemistry [1]. They exhibit unique properties with respect to both activity and selectivity. Activity is mostly determined by the zeolite Brønsted acid sites and by the active metal-phase that may be present in the zeolite. Selectivity is provided by the zeolite micropores that may range in size from 3 Å to 12 Å. The shape and size of the micropores may induce various kinds of shape selectivity as recently reviewed by Marcilly [2]. Besides the highly favorable role in providing shape selectivity, the presence of micropores in some cases limits the catalytic performance of zeolites [3]. Cause for this is the restricted molecular transport rate inside the zeolite crystal, induced by the similarity between the size of the involved hydrocarbons and the micropore diameter. Accordingly, the migration of hydrocarbons through the micropores of a zeolite occurs in close contact with the micropore walls. The values for zeolite intracrystalline diffusion coefficients are therefore several orders of magnitudes lower than those for the molecular and Knudsen diffusion regimes that are typically displayed in meso- and macroporous media [4-6]. In hydrocarbon transformations over zeolites, both the conversion-level and selectivity may be largely dependent on the time that the hydrocarbon molecules spend inside the zeolite crystal. In general one can state that only in the case that the time for diffusion is substantially lower than the time needed for the intrinsic chemical reaction, no limiting effect of diffusion on the overall conversion will be observed and the micropore area of the zeolite is optimally used.

The occurrence of diffusion limitation can be used to the benefit of the catalytic process, e.g. to enhance the selectivity of the reaction. This is for example illustrated in the toluene disproportionation and xylene isomerization reaction over ZSM-5, where the diffusion of the desired product p-xylene is much faster, i.e. the diffusional time constant is much lower, than that of the unwanted products o-xylene and m-xylene. The large difference in diffusivity results in an effective trapping of the unwanted isomers, which only can leave the zeolite micropores easily if they are converted to p-xylene. Consequently the selectivity to p-xylene improves with increasing zeolite crystal size [7,8] and is substantially higher than one would expect from the thermodynamic equilibrium.

Nevertheless, in most cases the effective low diffusivity in zeolite crystals limits the reaction rate and yields rather high values for the diffusional time constant. However, the enhancement of intracrystalline diffusion inside a zeolite micropore at a given temperature and pressure seems rather impossible without changing the internal pore architecture. An alternative solution to minimize diffusion limitation is the reduction of the intracrystalline diffusion pathlength. The concept of decreasing the crystal size,
i.e. reducing the intracrystalline diffusion pathlength, in order to improve the catalytic performance has been demonstrated for mordenite [9], zeolite Y [10], ZSM-5 [11,12] and zeolite beta [13]. The beneficial effect of the use of small zeolite crystals on the overall reaction rate is twofold. First, smaller crystals have shorter intracrystalline diffusion pathlengths, hence the reaction products are released more rapidly. Accordingly less secondary reactions like coke formation and cracking are observed. Second, per weight amount of zeolite, more micropore entrances are present. This induces a higher accessibility of the zeolite crystals and therefore may result in a net increase in the overall activity. Corma et al. [14] showed that it is even possible to delaminate a zeolite precursor and thereby synthesize small sheets of zeolite that are highly accessible.

In practice the application of small or delaminated zeolite crystals may not always be feasible. Therefore the synthesis of new zeolite materials containing extra-large micropores that enhance a better diffusional transport has recently drawn attention. In this respect, Davis et al. [15,16] presented two new one-dimensional zeolites and recently Corma et al. [17] introduced a new three-dimensional zeolite with highly accessible large cavities present. An alternative route to prepare materials with an enhanced accessibility is the combination of micropores and mesopores (diameter between 2 and 50 nm) in one material, since the diffusion in mesopores is several orders of magnitude faster than in micropores [4]. To meet this goal, some recent studies have applied ‘intercrystalline’ approaches in which zeolite material is assembled into ordered mesoporous structures. This can be either established by the deposition of small zeolite crystals on the walls of the mesopores [18], or by the recrystallization of the amorphous mesopore walls into zeolite material while retaining the ordered mesoporous structure [19,20]. However, a more generally applied strategy to attain materials that combine zeolite micropores with mesopores is the ‘intracrystalline’ approach, in which mesopores are created in the zeolite crystals. In this way the micropores of the zeolite are effectively shortened and their molecular accessibility is largely enhanced. The creation of mesopores in zeolite crystals is equivalent to increasing the external surface area of the zeolite, in this respect that a larger number of pore mouths is made accessible to the reactant [21].

Lately, numerous examples have become available in which the impact of mesopores on the overall reaction was exposed. In this review we will give a comprehensive overview of the different ‘intracrystalline’ approaches presented in literature for the generation and characterization of mesopores in zeolite crystals. As well, we will demonstrate the beneficial effect that the presence of mesopores comprises for some industrially applied zeolite catalyzed processes. In that context we will discuss zeolite Y catalysts, which are largely applied in cracking reactions and more recently
also in some manufacturing processes for fine chemicals; and zeolite mordenite, which is applied in the production of cumene and the hydroisomerization of alkanes.

**Generation of mesopores in zeolites**

**Steaming**

The most renowned way to create mesopores in zeolites is by hydrothermal treatment in the presence of steam. Although thermal treatments without steam can also create defects in the zeolite structure [22], the use of steam greatly enhances the mobility of aluminum and silicon species. Almost all the work on steaming of zeolites has been performed on zeolite Y [23-34], although examples of the steaming of mazzite [35], omega [36], mordenite [37], ferrierite [38] and ZSM-5 [39] are known. The steaming is usually performed at temperatures above 500°C while the zeolite is in the ammonium (or hydrogen) form. During the contacting with steam hydrolysis of Al-O-Si bonds takes place. The aluminum is finally expelled from the framework causing a vacancy (hydroxyl nest) or partial amorphization of the framework. The amorphous material is a source of mobile silicon species, which can heal the vacancies in the framework left by the expelled aluminum atoms. Thus part of the vacancies are filled while others grow to form mesopores, as depicted in figure 1 [40]. In regions of high
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**Figure 1.** Schematic picture of the formation of mesopores (adapted from Marcilly [40]). The grid denotes the zeolite framework, the black dots are framework aluminum atoms, the open circles are aluminum atoms extracted from the framework and the dotted lines indicate the mesopores.
defect concentrations spherical mesopores can coalesce to form channels [34]. Many of
the mesopores formed during the steaming are filled with debris from the partial
amorphization of the framework and the extraction of aluminum from the framework.
The extraframework material in the micro- and mesopores can be extracted by mild
acid leaching. Zeolite Y with very high mesopore volumes of almost exclusively
cylindrical mesopores can be obtained after a special hydrothermal treatment at
temperatures above 100°C and pressures above 1 bar [41,42]. This hydrothermal
treatment deviates from steaming, which is performed with gaseous steam at
atmospheric pressures.

Although the created mesopores are beneficial, the main disadvantage of steaming is
the partial amorphization of the zeolite framework. Not only the relative crystallinity
drops with increasing severity of the treatment leading to a decreased amount of the
active phase, also part of the micropores and mesopores are filled with amorphous
debri leading to a partial blockage of active sites. In table 1 the drop of the relative
crystallinity and the increase of the mesopore volume with increasing treatment are
shown for a series of Y zeolites [42]. In this table also the deposition of amorphous
material on the external surface and in the micropores is evident from the surface
enrichment in aluminum and the lower measured micropore volume compared to the
calculated micropore volume that is expected on the basis of the crystallinity, sodium
content and unit cell size of the materials (see table 1: $V_{\text{micro}}$ and $V_{\text{micro calc.}}$). Upon acid
leaching the amorphous material is removed from the meso- and micropores (see table
1: $V_{\text{micro}}$ and $V_{\text{micro calc.}}$ of XVUSY). Another side effect of steaming is that the number
and nature of the acid sites is changed by the extraction of aluminum. If only steaming
and no acid leaching is applied the bulk Si/Al ratio remains the same, but the
framework Si/Al ratio increases. Although these changes of the acid sites can be very
important for the catalytic activity and deactivation behavior of the catalyst, this is
beyond the scope of this review.

Table 1. Physical properties of NaY, USY (steamed), XVUSY (steamed twice and acid leached)
and High-Meso VUSY (special hydrothermal treatment, see text).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Si/Al bulk (at/at)</th>
<th>Si/Al XPS (at/at)</th>
<th>$a_0$ (nm)</th>
<th>%Ya</th>
<th>$V_{\text{micro}}$ (ml/g)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{micro calc.}}$ (ml/g)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{tot}}-V_{\text{micro}}$ (ml/g)</th>
<th>$S_T$ (m$^2$/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaY</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.469</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USY</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.450</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVUSY</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>2.423</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMVUSY</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.427</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Relative crystallinity determined with XRD; data from manufacturer b) Micropore volume from t-plot
c) Expected micropore volume if all micropores are empty; calculated by correcting
$V_{\text{micro}}$ of NaY for crystallinity, $a_0$ and sodium weight of USY and XVUSY and HMVUSY
d) $V_{\text{meso}}+V_{\text{macro}}$ e) sum of external and mesopore surface area calculated from t-plot
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Acid leaching

The purpose of acid leaching can be the removal of non-framework material created during the steaming process or the direct creation of mesopores, \textit{i.e.} without the use of steam. The first method is frequently applied because during steaming material is extracted from the framework and subsequently deposited in the micro- and mesopores and on the external surface of the zeolite crystals. A mild acid-leaching step, with either inorganic acids such as diluted nitric acid or organic (complexing) acids such as oxalic acid, dissolves this extra-framework material. In this case the mesopores are not actually formed during the acid leaching process. Rather, the mesopores formed during the steaming process are emptied, resulting in a higher mesopore volume compared to zeolites that have only been steamed.\cite{25-27,29}

In the second method, mesopores are created by direct acid leaching (without steaming). During the severe treatments with strong inorganic acids, aluminum is removed from the framework. The effectiveness of this technique depends on the zeolite used. Especially in the case of mordenite direct acid treatments are used to generate mesopores \cite{43-48}. It has also been claimed that mesopores can be formed in zeolite beta by direct attack with a strong acid \cite{49,50}, although it is difficult to separate these intracrystalline mesopores from the mesopores between the very small zeolite beta crystals.

The nature of the acid used can be of great influence on the final mesopore structure. Treating calcined mordenite with acid resulted in a much higher bulk Si/Al ratio and less mesopores in the case of oxalic acid compared to nitric acid. This is thought to be caused by the higher pH of the oxalic acid solution and the ability of the oxalate ions to form a complex with the aluminum ions \cite{51}. One of problems with acid leaching is that the Si/Al ratio is changed. With mild acid leaching after steaming the framework Si/Al ratio (obtained after steaming) is not changed if performed carefully \cite{25,26}. However, if mesopores are created by direct attack of the zeolite with acid, the framework Si/Al ratio increases resulting in a loss of active sites. For several purposes one would like to separate the contributions of the changes of the acid sites and the generation of mesopores in order to study their influence on catalytic reactions. With acid leaching both variables are changed at the same time, thus complicating the interpretation of the activity of the catalyst.

Base leaching

To our knowledge only few examples are known of treating a zeolite with a base in order to generate mesopores. Matsukata \textit{et al.} \cite{52,53} treated ZSM-5 crystals with a NaOH solution, resulting in a partial dissolution of the zeolite crystals. Higher NaOH concentrations and prolonged contact of the zeolites with the NaOH solution resulted in an increase of the external surface and mesopore volume. Recently they have
extended the experiments to the base leaching of USY [54]. Besides treatment of ZSM-5 with NaOH [55] also treatment of 10-membered ring zeolites like ferrierite with alkali aluminates [56] is known in patent literature to increase the porosity of the zeolites. In these cases, however, an additional acid treatment was performed after the base treatment to dissolve amorphous material in the pores.

**Chemical treatment**

Extraction of aluminum from the framework of zeolite Y by reaction with SiCl₂₄ results in the formation of mesopores [57], although it has also been reported that it is possible to obtain a dealuminated zeolite Y without mesopores after reaction with SiCl₂₄ [24]. Extraction of aluminum from zeolite Y with EDTA [17] or (NH₄)₂SiF₆ [58] results in the formation of mesopores. However, it is known that the zeolite structure collapses if the rate of extraction of aluminum by EDTA is much faster than the migration of silicon in the framework [59].

**Creating mesopores during synthesis**

Recently researchers from Haldor Topsøe developed a method to create mesopores in zeolite crystals during the synthesis [60]. First they synthesized zeolite crystals around a template carbon source, viz. carbon black particles [61] or carbon nanotubes [62]. During the subsequent calcination of the material the carbon is burned away, resulting in mesopores in the zeolite crystallites. This strategy enables one to tune the size, shape and connectivity of the mesopore system in the zeolite by choosing the proper carbon source. This also allows one to vary the Si/Al ratio and the mesopore system independently.

**Characterization of mesopores in zeolites**

**Nitrogen physisorption**

The most widely applied technique to study the size and surface area of mesopores in zeolites is nitrogen physisorption. Already from the shape of the nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherm valuable information on the presence and shape of the mesopores can be deduced. In figure 2, the curves for the nitrogen adsorption and desorption of some different Y zeolites are displayed. The NaY zeolite without mesopores will give a type I isotherm, while after the formation of mesopores a combination of type I and IV isotherms is found as is observed for the three USY samples. The existence of a hysteresis loop in the isotherms is indicative for the presence of mesopores, whereas the shape of the hysteresis loop is related to the shape of the mesopores [25,29,42]. Roughly, a vertical hysteresis loop is indicative of
cylindrical mesopores, whereas a horizontal hysteresis loop indicates inkbottle-type mesopores. However, since most mesopore systems have a broad variation in pore shapes and sizes, this should be treated with caution. From the presence and shapes of the hysteresis loops in figure 2, it is obvious that by varying the steaming treatment different amounts and forms of mesopores can be created.

For the analysis of the nitrogen physisorption data several methods are available. Very often only the BET surface of the materials is given. Since for microporous materials the boundary conditions for multilayer adsorption are not fulfilled, the reported BET areas have no physical meaning. They should be understood as a number proportional to the total micropore volume rather than the specific surface area [63]. A valuable tool for the analysis of the external surface area is the t-plot method. The external surface area is the total surface area of all meso- and macropores. If the crystallite size remains the same during the formation of mesopores the difference between the external surface areas of the parent and the treated zeolite is the surface area of the mesopores created. Hudec et al. [45] showed that upon acid leaching of an H-mordenite, the BET surface area remained almost unaltered, while the external surface area increased due to the formation of mesopores. Another method that is often applied is the BJH (Barret-Joyner-Halenda) method, which uses the desorption branch of the nitrogen isotherms to calculate the pore size distribution and the adsorbed volume. Up to ca. 4 nm diameter the BJH method gives a reasonable good pore size distribution based on the Kelvin equation. However, below a pore diameter of 2 nm the Kelvin equation is not valid anymore and also, the area between 2 and 4 nm is prone to errors if a hysteresis loop is present [29,64]. In that case a huge amount of nitrogen is released at once between a relative pressure of 0.38 and 0.44, which is visible as the closing of the hysteresis loop in the isotherm. The BJH method correlates the volume of released nitrogen via the Kelvin equation to pores of 3-4 nm diameter. This is not always correct, since also inkbottle type of pores with pore necks smaller than 4
nm diameter release their nitrogen between a relative pressure of 0.38 and 0.44. Many examples are known where people claim that uniform pores of 4 nm diameter are formed, which do not change during more severe treatments. This often leads to discrepancies with TEM images shown [29,53,65]. Sometimes the BJH method is applied to the adsorption branch of the nitrogen isotherm. However, many programs treat the adsorption isotherm as if it was a desorption isotherm in order to apply the BJH method. Because this gives errors in the calculated pore size distribution, care should be taken when the BJH method is applied to the adsorption branch.

**Mercury porosimetry**

In the IUPAC’s Recommendations for the Characterization of Porous Solids it is stated that “mercury porosimetry is widely accepted as a standard measure of total pore volume and pore size distribution in the macro- and mesopore ranges” [66]. Nevertheless, only two examples are known to us where researchers used mercury porosimetry to study the intracrystalline mesopores of zeolites with mercury porosimetry. Lohse et al. [23] used mercury porosimetry in addition to adsorption measurements of hexane to show that upon steaming of zeolite Y a mesopore system
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with pores of 10 nm diameter is formed. After extraction of extra-framework material with an acid, the pore diameter increased to 20 nm. More recently Janssen et al. [42] used mercury porosimetry as an extension to nitrogen physisorption measurements to differentiate between cylindrical mesopores and mesopores connected to the external surface by micropores only (cavities). The results are displayed in figure 3. From this it is clear that nitrogen physisorption probes both the micro- and the mesopores, while mercury could penetrate only in pores with diameters larger than 4 nm (at the applied pressures). After steaming of zeolite Y the relative volume fraction of the mesopores (4-20 nm in diameter) that were cavities inside the crystals amounted to 20 vol%, while after more severe steaming combined with acid leaching even 29 vol% of the mesopores (with diameters of 4-40 nm) were cavities inside the crystals.

Electron Microscopy

Although Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has been used to assess the formation of mesopores by studying the roughening of the surface of zeolite crystals after acid treatments [51], Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is the most frequently used electron microscopy technique in the study of mesopore formation. In the transmission electron microscope an image is formed that is a projection of the mass-density encountered by the electrons moving through the sample. Therefore, a mesopore will show up as a white area in a TEM image since it has a reduced mass-density. This has indeed been observed for zeolite Y [27,29,30,32-34,49,65], mordenite [47,48], ZSM-5 [53,61,62], ferrierite [38], mazzite [35] and zeolite omega [36]. In order to increase the visibility of the mesopores in the TEM images, the crystallites are often cut into thin slices using a microtome. However, this gives rise to fracturing of the crystals. Although these fractures are often aligned parallel to each other, they may hinder the interpretation of the TEM image. Because the image formed is a projection of the mass-density of the entire crystallite the exact shape and size of the mesopores is often obscured. After steaming of zeolite Y the observed mesopores appear spherical [27,30,65], although Choi-Feng et al. [33] have demonstrated very nicely that in regions with high defect concentrations the mesopores ‘coalesce’ to form channels. Pellet et al. [38] and Ajot et al. [49] have shown that the mesopores in steamed ferrierite and zeolite Y respectively appear ‘structured’. The observed mesopores were square rather than spherical. Also cylindrical mesopores have been observed with TEM. Both after leaching of ZSM-5 with NaOH [53] as well as after templating mesopores in silicalite with carbon nanotubes [62] cylindrical mesopores were clearly visible in the TEM images. Also Sasaki et al. [32] clearly showed the presence of cylindrical mesopores in steamed zeolite Y.
In order to get three-dimensional information on the shape of the mesopores Pellet 
et al. looked at their ferrierite platelets both side-on as well as top-on [38]. However, 
this was done on different crystals and also the projection of mesopores on top of each 
other obscured a clear interpretation of the shape of the mesopores. Sasaki 
et al. [32]  
tilted a steamed zeolite Y crystal from 0° to 50° in their electron microscope, while 
collecting an image every 10 degrees. From these subsequent images it is clear that two  
round pores that were visible in the crystallite in one orientation showed up as  
cylindrical pores by tilting over 50 degrees. More recently electron tomography, a form  
of 3D-TEM, has been used to characterize the mesopores in an acid-leached mordenite  
and a steamed zeolite Y [67,68]. With electron tomography a series of TEM images (tilt  
series) is taken over a large angular range (typically from –70° to +70° with 1°  
increment). From these data a 3D-reconstruction of the crystal is calculated as a stack of  
very thin slices (ca. 2 nm). The tilt series already gives valuable information on the  
shape of the mesopores, but the slices through the 3D-reconstruction really show the  
mesopores with great clarity and provide information on the three-dimensional shape  
and connectivity of the mesopores. In figure 4 a conventional TEM image of a severely  
steamed and acid leached Y zeolite and a thin slice through the 3D-TEM reconstruction  
of the same crystal are given. Although the presence of mesopores can be seen as lighter  
areas in the conventional TEM image, the mesopores are much clearer (light areas) in  
the 3D-TEM slice. From the study of subsequent 3D-TEM slices it is clear that many of  
these mesopores are cavities inside the zeolite [68].
In figure 5, 3D-TEM slices showing cylindrical mesopores in zeolites are given for an acid leached mordenite [67] and a special hydrothermally treated zeolite Y [42]. A system of interconnected cylindrical mesopores is expected to enhance accessibility much more than mesoporous cavities inside the crystal [42].

**Figure 5.** Slices through the crystallites of an acid leached mordenite (left) and a special hydrothermal treated zeolite Y (HMVUSY, right) based on 3D-TEM reconstructions, showing the mesopores in the crystal as lighter gray-tones.

In figure 5, 3D-TEM slices showing cylindrical mesopores in zeolites are given for an acid leached mordenite [67] and a special hydrothermally treated zeolite Y [42]. A system of interconnected cylindrical mesopores is expected to enhance accessibility much more than mesoporous cavities inside the crystal [42].

**Transport and reaction in zeolites containing mesopores**

*The beneficial role of mesopores in zeolite Y catalysts*

Zeolite Y catalysts are largely used in hydrocracking and fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) of large bulky molecules of heavy oil fractions into smaller molecules. Nace [69] demonstrated the limited accessibility of the zeolite Y micropores for the larger molecules present in the feed. Therefore the zeolite is commonly combined with an amorphous matrix that cracks the large molecules in smaller ones, which are then able to access the zeolite micropore system. Additionally, in order to optimize the catalyst performance, the zeolite is steam dealuminated to high Si/Al ratios. The dealumination procedure initiates changes in both acidity as well as in the morphology of the zeolite [32,34,70-76]. From literature, it is obvious that large part of the research has been focussed on explaining the enhanced activity by changes in acidity of the dealuminated zeolite Y catalysts [75,77-79]. However, since diffusion limitation may play a major role in the cracking of large molecules over zeolite Y, morphology changes like mesopore formation largely enhance the activity [22,70,72-74,80-86]. Even more so because of the recent trends in FCC reactor and catalyst design resulting in reduced contact times
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between the catalyst and the hydrocarbons. Accordingly, the mass transfer rates of the reactant into and products out of the zeolite crystals have become more dominant in determining the overall cracking rate [81-83,86]. In addition, the use of heavier and more contaminated feedstocks, containing large bulky molecules and heavy metals, often induce a decrease in accessibility by pore plugging and/or film-formation [83,84]. At Akzo Nobel it has been demonstrated that zeolite Y catalysts displaying a high initial accessibility are less subject to deactivation with time on stream [81,82,86]. In order to increase the initial accessibility, the presence of mesopores is one of the important requirements. The concept of increasing the accessibility of the FCC catalyst and the influence on its catalytic performance has recently been demonstrated by Hakuli et al. [86] and is displayed in figure 6. The enhanced conversion and gasoline yield and the lower slurry yield clearly indicate the beneficial effect of the use zeolite Y catalysts containing mesopores in the cracking of today’s oil fractions.

Corma [21,70] showed the favorable effect of the combination of micro- and mesopores in zeolite crystals, by comparing the cracking activity of two dealuminated zeolite Y catalysts. The first catalyst (Y1) had little mesoporosity and an intact micropore system, and the second catalyst (Y2) contained a high amount of mesopores and a micropore system that was partly destroyed. As is displayed in figure 7, it was revealed that for the cracking of the relatively small molecule \( n \)-heptane, which can easily migrate in the micropores, Y1 displayed a higher activity than Y2 as a result of the higher intact micropore system. However, for the cracking of vacuum gas oil, containing mostly molecules that are too large to penetrate into zeolite micropores, Y2

Figure 6. Performance of a FCC catalyst as a function of accessibility, adapted from [86].
displayed a significantly higher conversion than Y1. A comparable study was performed by Sato et al. [22] for the hydrocracking of diphenylmethane (DPM) and triphenylmethane (TPM) over two different zeolite Y catalysts, one without (Y1) and one with mesopores (Y2). In figure 8 it is shown that for the hydrocracking of diphenylmethane, which has a smaller molecular size and therefore is able to diffuse into the zeolite Y micropores, both catalysts exhibited similar activities. On the other hand the hydrocracking of triphenylmethane, which is larger in molecular size and cannot diffuse into the micropores, resulted in a four times higher activity for the catalyst containing mesopores. Falabella et al. [74] found similar results by comparing the initial cracking rate of 1,3,5-tri-isopropylbenzene over zeolite Y catalysts with different mesoporosities. In this case the used probe molecule was too large to enter the micropores of zeolite Y and accordingly it was found that catalysts with a higher mesopore volume displayed a higher initial cracking activity.

The examples above illustrate that the most favorable zeolite Y cracking catalysts must combine micropores with mesopores. An example of a theoretically ideal cracking catalyst was imagined by Mann [87] and is displayed in figure 9, in which also the presence of macropores is visualized. The macro- and mesopores induce a high
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accessibility of the micropores, enhance diffusion of reactants and products and provide a high surface area in order to crack large molecules.

Compared to the frequent use of zeolites in hydrocarbon processing industries, their use in the industrial synthesis of fine chemicals is small. One of the main reasons for this is the fact that the organic chemicals that need to be synthesized are often too bulky to be built in and/or desorb from the zeolite micropore system [88]. Hence, diffusion limitation effects play a major role. Nevertheless, in some cases successful industrial application has been accomplished. Based on the work by Corma et al. [89], Rhodia has commercialized the synthesis of acetoveratrole using dealuminated zeolite Y catalysts [90]. Moreover, at Dupont it was found that dealuminated zeolite Y is a selective catalyst for the manufacturing of 1,4-bis(4-phenoxybenzoyl)benzene, which is a monomer for the building of various aromatic polyketons [91]. For both of these reactions it is stated that diffusion limitations may be present and that catalysts with

Figure 8. Reaction rate per total surface area for the hydrocracking of diphenylmethane (DPM) and triphenylmethane (TPM) over two zeolite Y catalysts, one without (Y1) and one with mesopores (Y2); adapted from [22].

Figure 9. Idealized catalyst pore structure for a cracking catalyst, adapted from [87].
high external surface areas are preferential. More recently Hölderich et al. [92] emphasized the beneficial role of mesopores in zeolite Y for the selective isomerization of α-pinene oxide. As depicted in figure 10, it was found that dealuminated Y zeolites exhibit high selectivity towards the preferred campholenic aldehyde. After exposing the sample to a mild acid treatment (HUSY2), a much higher activity as well as a slightly enhanced selectivity was observed. This was explained by the fact that the mesopores formed during the steaming process are emptied by the acid treatment, resulting in a higher mesopore volume compared to the sample that was only steamed (HUSY1). It was stated that the mesopores allows a good diffusional transport of large organic molecules, even at the low temperatures that are often favored in fine chemical synthesis.

The beneficial role of mesopores in mordenite catalysts

In general, mordenite catalysts undergo rapid deactivation because of their one-dimensional 12 membered ring pore structure. However, it has been shown that by applying dealumination procedures, mordenite catalysts can be used with high profitability in industrial processes. DOW Chemical applies mordenite catalysts in the production of cumene [93,94] and Shell introduced Pt/mordenite catalysts for the hydroisomerization of linear alkanes to branched ones [95].

Cumene (or isopropylbenzene) is produced by the acid alkylation of benzene with propylene and subsequently used for the production of phenol and acetone. Almost all the applied industrial processes make use of two stages, i.e. alkylation and transalkylation, which produces a di-isopropylbenzene (DIPB). The current two-stage DOW-process uses two different deeply dealuminated mordenite catalysts with very high Si/Al ratios of 78 and 54 respectively, prepared by several acid leaching and steaming treatments [43]. The high activity and stability of the dealuminated mordenite catalysts were explained by several factors [93]. First, it is generally established that the
concentration of Al cations in the framework largely determines the acid strength of the Brønsted acid sites [96]. After dealumination, the net number of Brønsted sites is lower, but the acid strength of the remaining Bronsted sites is enhanced by the fact that only a small number of aluminum cations is placed in the next nearest neighbor positions [97]. The second explanation is the removal of obstructions like non-framework species from the micropores, which consequently enhances the diffusivity of the reactant and product molecules. However, the major factor determining the enhanced catalytic performance of the dealuminated mordenites is the presence of mesopores [44]. In this way the one-dimensional mordenite micropores are interconnected by mesopores so that a two- or three-dimensional structure is obtained, as illustrated in figure 11. The presence of mesopores decreases the apparent length of the micropores, thereby alleviating diffusion limitation and preventing rapid deactivation. Despite the highly dealuminated structure, it was demonstrated that the catalytic action is still controlled by the shape selective properties of the mordenite 12 membered ring micropores [43].

Alkane hydroisomerization has become one of the most attractive routes for obtaining high-octane quality gasoline. The bifunctional zeolite type catalyst that is industrially applied uses mordenite containing small Pt particles. One of the drawbacks is that the most desired multiple branched products encounter large transport limitation in the one-dimensional pore system of mordenite [98]. To partially overcome this problem the mordenite is mildly acid-leached, resulting in an increase in the Si/Al ratio [48,98-102]. Ideally a Si/Al ratio is reached such that no aluminum cations are placed in the next nearest neighbor positions. In this way the cations are just isolated, which induces the highest intrinsic activity [103] and the highest framework stability [104]. Another large beneficial effect of the acid treatment is the introduction of mesopores in the zeolite [48]. The group of Sachtler [105] showed the potential positive effect of mesopores on the hydroisomerization activity. A higher hydroisomerization activity was observed for a catalyst with mordenite crystals that were locally destructed due to the growth of large Pt-particles inside. Tromp et al. [48] showed that

**Figure 11.** Schematic visualization showing the effect of mesopore creation in zeolite mordenite, adapted from [44].
dealumination by mild acid leaching has a similar effect, because it generates mesopores in the mordenite crystals and consequently enhances the catalytic performance. From the above it can be concluded that both a shorter diffusion path length as well as an increase in the diffusion coefficient and/or an increase in the intrinsic activity may explain the large increase in catalytic activity.

Recently, it was demonstrated that it is possible to combine the measurement of adsorption, diffusion and reaction in one experimental set-up including a tapered element oscillating microbalance (TEOM) [106,107]. In this way the effect of acid leaching of the mordenite on the hydroisomerization of \( n \)-hexane was studied [107]. The \( n \)-hexane uptake-curves for an untreated Pt/mordenite (Pt/MOR1) with low Si/Al ratio and low mesoporosity, and for an acid-leached Pt/mordenite (Pt/MOR2) with a high Si/Al ratio and high mesoporosity were measured at reaction temperature. For the latter catalyst, the mesopores are visualized in figure 5. The uptake curves are displayed in figure 12, from which it is clear that the acid treatment significantly enlarges the rate and amount of \( n \)-hexane uptake. At stabilized uptake, more than a factor four increase in the hydroisomerisation rate of \( n \)-hexane was observed for Pt/MOR2. By applying an adapted Fickian diffusion model and the Thiele theory, it was determined that both an increase of the intrinsic activity as well as an alleviation of intracrystalline diffusion limitation caused the overall activity increase for Pt/MOR2. No noticeable difference in the intracrystalline diffusision coefficient was observed between Pt/MOR1 and Pt/MOR2. It was stated that the enhanced uptake after acid leaching predominantly arises from the shorter intracrystalline diffusion path resulting from the mesoporous structure. The overall increase in hydroisomerization activity as a result of the acid treatment was explained by the enlarged intrinsic activity and by the decrease in the intracrystalline diffusion path length, resulting from the mesoporous structure that enables an enhanced transport of reactant and product molecules.

![Figure 12. Uptake curves for \( n \)-hexane in Pt/mordenite before and after acid leaching, obtained at 523 K in a TEOM.](image-url)
The above examples clearly demonstrate that the introduction of mesopores in a one-dimensional zeolite like mordenite is of major impact with respect to catalytic activity and stability. Part of this is accounted for by acidity enhancements, but the largest beneficial effect is the alleviation of diffusion limitation induced by the presence of mesopores turning the one-dimensional structure into a highly accessible multi-dimensional structure.

Conclusions

From this review it is clear that for some applications, like cracking of heavy oil fractions, cumene production, alkane hydroisomerization and more recently for the synthesis of fine chemicals, the presence of mesopores in zeolite crystals is of major importance. The creation of mesopores can be established via several routes from which steaming and acid leaching are the most commonly applied. Characterization of mesopores is mostly performed using nitrogen physisorption and electron microscopy. More recently, however, it was shown that electron tomography, a form of 3D-TEM, is able to reveal the three-dimensional shape, size and connectivity of the mesopores with great clarity. In order to assess the effect of mesopores on the transport properties of a zeolite catalyst, test reactions using the right probe molecules can be executed or alternatively one can monitor the uptake using a microbalance. Recently a combination of both methods in one set-up was shown to be highly effective to separate physical (transport) and chemical (acidity) effects.

In general, the generation of mesopores in zeolite crystals results in shorter intracrystalline diffusion path lengths and a higher external surface area. Accordingly, the presence of mesopores ensures an optimal accessibility and transport of reactants and products, while the zeolite micropores induce the preferred shape-selective properties. Therefore the combination of micropores and mesopores in one zeolite crystal renders some highly beneficial effects with respect to the catalytic performance.
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